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ABSTRACT: A central issue in administrative law is how to balance power between executive-branch agencies and the courts that review their decisions, both to preserve separation of powers and ensure good decisionmaking. In patent law, however, such a balance does not exist. When Congress created the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Federal Circuit (“Federal Circuit”) in 1982, it intended for the court to be a generalist institution that heard appeals from a variety of agencies. But since that time, the Federal Circuit has become a specialized court, with patent-related matters now comprising the overwhelming majority of its docket. Over the years, this specialization has led to various problems, including disregard for the Patent and Trademark Office’s (“PTO’s”) autonomy, political activism, and judicial legislating. The Federal Circuit has consolidated power to the point that no other branch of government serves as an effective check, raising separation-of-powers concerns. Consequently, it is important that Congress act to restore a balance of power in patent law. This could be accomplished by granting the PTO greater rulemaking authority to limit the Federal Circuit’s ability to engage in judicial legislation, to facilitate public participation, and to generally serve as a counterbalance to the powerful court.
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I.O. INTRODUCTION

Created during a time of hostility to patents, the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Federal Circuit (“Federal Circuit”) was designed to unify patent law and promote innovation. Members of Congress recognized the dangers of subject-matter specialization and attempted to structure the new court to ensure that it would be generalist in nature. Initially, it appeared that Congress was successful. The bulk of the early Federal Circuit’s docket came from a broad range of subject areas, including torts and commercial law.

The Federal Circuit, however, did not remain generalist for long. The steady rise of patent litigation in the 1990s caused the court to shift to semi-specialized by the mid-2000s. At this time, the Federal Circuit still possessed an extensive non-patent jurisdiction, and was comparable in nature to the U.S. Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia (“D.C. Circuit”).

The Federal Circuit’s semi-specialized status came to an abrupt end with the passage of the Leahy–Smith America Invents Act (“AIA”) in 2011. Inter partes review (“IPR”) under the AIA proved to be unexpectedly popular, with various parties rushing to challenge patent validity in the newly created Patent
Trial and Appeal Board ("PTAB"). Because PTAB decisions can be appealed to the Federal Circuit by a party possessing standing, patent-related appeals surged, transforming the Federal Circuit into what is arguably a full-blown patent court.

Over the years, the Federal Circuit’s specialization has led to several problems. It has legislated through the use of bright-line rules and some of its judges have argued against Congress granting the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office ("PTO") greater authority. It has stripped power from the PTO, initially by claiming that the Administrative Procedure Act ("APA") does not apply to patents and later by minimizing deference. And although the Federal Circuit has been generous in allowing third parties to file amicus briefs, it has actively limited public participation through its use of judicial legislation and through its stringent interpretations of standing requirements.

This Essay argues that the Federal Circuit’s specialization is cause for concern. The court has generally been unwilling to provide policy rationales for its decisions and has instead relied upon a formalistic style of decisionmaking. Although it is highly unlikely that the Federal Circuit’s structure is outright unconstitutional, its consolidation of patent-related authority raises separation-of-powers concerns. Consequently, this Essay proposes that Congress strengthen the PTO to serve as a counterbalance to the Federal Circuit. Greater substantive rulemaking authority for the PTO would improve the balance of power in patent law by reducing the Federal Circuit’s ability to engage in judicial legislating and by allowing the executive branch to serve a greater role in patent policymaking. It would furthermore provide advanced notice of major changes to patent law and increase public participation through the notice-and-comment process.

---

6. See Michael Loney, *The Surprising Rise of the PTAB*, MANAGING INTELL. PROP., Sept. 2014, at 22, 22 (discussing how patent attorneys failed to predict the popularity of IPRs and failed to "anticipate how potent a weapon the new AIA proceedings would become").

7. See infra Section II.B.

8. See infra Sections III.B, D.

9. See infra Section III.A.

10. See infra Section III.D.


II. THE INCREASING SPECIALIZATION OF THE FEDERAL CIRCUIT

The Federal Circuit has always been specialized by concentration, given that one of the primary reasons for its creation was to provide greater uniformity in patent law. But over time, the court’s patent docket has increased dramatically, and its jurisdiction has been expanded, making the court specialized by subject matter as well.

A. A FRAMEWORK FOR SPECIALIZATION

There is more than one type of judicial specialization. First, a court can be specialized by subject matter, such that a certain type of case tends to dominate its docket. This type of specialization can be seen in the D.C. Circuit, which hears many agency appeals, and over time, has developed expertise in administrative law. Subject-matter specialization can furthermore occur if a court uses procedures to attract litigants for certain types of cases. For example, prior to 2016, 45% of all U.S. patent cases were

13. See Lawrence Baum, Specializing the Federal Courts: Neutral Reforms or Efforts to Shape Judicial Policy?, 74 JUDICATURE 217, 218 (1991) (discussing subject matter specialization). Note that one can also look at specialization based on the functions that a court serves. See Laura G. Pedraza-Fariña, Understanding the Federal Circuit: An Expert Community Approach, 30 BERKELEY TECH. L.J. 89, 117 (2015) (discussing how the Federal Circuit has three levels of expertise: (1) “expertise in formulating patent doctrine to fulfill the dual congressional mandate of uniformity and efficiency,” (2) “special knowledge on how to apply abstract patent doctrine to technical fact patterns,” and (3) “technical expertise”).

14. This specialization first emerged from the growth of the administrative state in the 1960s and 1970s and from the perception by litigants that the D.C. Circuit has superior knowledge and precedent to handle administrative law adjudication. See John G. Roberts, Jr., What Makes the D.C. Circuit Different? A Historical View, 92 VA. L. REV. 375, 388–89 (2006) (discussing how the growth of the administrative state in the 1960s and 1970s and perceived expertise contributed to a rise in agency litigation).

15. See Alan Uzelac, Mixed Blessing of Judicial Specialisation: The Devil is in the Detail, 2 RUSSIAN L.J. 146, 148–49 (2014) (discussing how individual judges may be specialized even on a general court, and how special procedures can produce specialization).
filed in the Eastern District of Texas, and 25% of all U.S. patent cases were heard by a single judge on that court.\textsuperscript{16}

Second, a court can be specialized through the concentration of certain types of cases into a single court by legislation.\textsuperscript{17} For example, the Court of International Trade ("CIT") hears all civil actions against the government arising from customs and international trade laws.\textsuperscript{18} Concentration provides uniformity in an area of law by eliminating conflicting decisions from other courts.\textsuperscript{19}

Scholars have long theorized that both types of judicial specialization might give rise to problems. Shortly after the Federal Circuit’s creation, Judge Richard Posner argued that “[a] ‘camp’ is more likely to gain the upper hand” for a subject-matter specialized court, because appointments to the court will be made from inside the camp and because experts are more attuned to changes in professional opinion.\textsuperscript{20} He maintained that uniform policy “would be an illusion” that “reflect[ed] power rather than consensus.”\textsuperscript{21} Political scientist Lawrence Baum has argued that specialized courts “may affect the substance of judicial policies”—either as an unintended consequence or due to interest-group influence—though he maintains this does not necessarily counsel against utilizing such courts.\textsuperscript{22} In 2012, the Consultative Council of European Judges issued an opinion on specialized courts, noting that such courts might be at risk of ossified decisionmaking and compartmentalization of law and procedure.\textsuperscript{23} Specialized courts may be more likely to acquire

\textsuperscript{16} See Jonas Anderson, Judge Shopping in the Eastern District of Texas, 48 LOY. U. CHI. L.J. 539, 539 (2016) (observing that in 2015, more than 25% of all U.S. patent cases were filed with Judge Gilstrap); Owen Byrd, Lex Machina 2015 End-of-Year Trends, LEX MACHINA: BLOG (Jan. 7, 2016), https://lexmachina.com/lex-machina-2015-end-of-year-trends (showing that in 2015, 2,540 patent cases (43.6% of all U.S. patent cases) were filed in the Eastern District of Texas).

\textsuperscript{17} Baum, supra note 13, at 218.

\textsuperscript{18} 28 U.S.C. § 251 (2012); see Gary S. Katzmann, The United States Court of International Trade, 62 BOS. BAR J. 6, 7 (2018) (observing that “the CIT has residual, exclusive authority to decide any civil action against the United States and its agencies or officers that arises from any law pertaining to international trade”).

\textsuperscript{19} See Baum, supra note 13, at 217.


\textsuperscript{21} Posner, supra note 20, at 781.

\textsuperscript{22} Baum, supra note 13, at 218, 224. Baum notes that the policy impact of specialization might be desirable, or any undesirable impact might be outweighed by advantages. Id. at 224; see also Consultative Council of European Judges [CCJE], Opinion (2012) No. 15, On the Specialisation of Judges (Nov. 13, 2012), https://rm.coe.int/16807477d9 (discussing the pros and cons of judicial specialization).

\textsuperscript{23} Consultative Council of European Judges [CCJE], supra note 22, ¶¶ 15–16; see also Clement Salung Petersen & Jens Schossbo, Decision-making in the Unified Patent Court: Ensuring a Balanced Approach, in INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY AND THE JUDICIARY (Christophe Geiger
additional powers for themselves, such as by characterizing issues as questions of law to minimize deference.

B. THE EVOLUTION OF SPECIALIZATION IN THE FEDERAL CIRCUIT

1. The Creation of the Federal Circuit

Prior to 1982, patent-infringement cases appealed from district courts to regional courts of appeal. Some appellate courts—such as the Eighth Circuit—found most patents to be invalid, while others supported strong patent rights. As the House Report for the Federal Courts Improvement Act observed, the use of regional circuits for patent litigation led to “undue forum-shopping and unsettling inconsistency in adjudications.”

Nevertheless, various groups and individuals opposed the creation of a new court, fearing that both subject-matter and concentration specialization would be detrimental to good decisionmaking. Several commentators feared the new court would suffer from tunnel vision. As Judge Randall Rader noted, opponents also feared that a new specialized court would undermine the “cross pollination” of patent law, impede the development of
common-law jurisprudence, and lead to the court’s capture by interest groups.\(^{31}\)

The House and Senate Reports responded to these concerns. Both Reports maintained the Federal Circuit would “have a varied docket spanning a broad range of legal issues and types of cases,” such as cases from the Court of Claims.\(^{32}\) The risk of future specialization and capture would be minimized, because judges with patent-law expertise would be prohibited from sitting on a disproportionate number of patent cases and the diversity of subject matter would “prevent any special interest from dominating it.”\(^{33}\)

When the Federal Courts Improvement Act of 1982 passed, the Federal Circuit’s docket was indeed balanced with various subject matters. According to Judge Newman, patent cases initially comprised only 12% of its docket.\(^{34}\) In this regard, the Federal Circuit was originally specialized only with regard to concentration, given that patent cases did not dominate the court’s docket. However, as discussed below, its subject-matter specialization would soon grow.

2. Growing Specialization

Patent litigation began to sharply increase in the 1990s,\(^{35}\) leading to a growing patent docket in the Federal Circuit. In 2006, patent appeals comprised 29% of its docket, with personnel cases (29%) and veterans cases (22%) also remaining high.\(^{36}\) As John Golden observed in 2009, although the Federal Circuit generally provided “the last word on interpretive questions in substantive patent law,” it possessed many responsibilities beyond interpreting the Patent Act.\(^{37}\) In this regard, the Federal Circuit was merely semi-specialized.\(^{38}\)

In 2011, the AIA was passed to remedy delays in the patent-review process, provide harmonization with foreign patent systems, and address the


\(^{38}\) See Golden, *supra* note 5, at 555 (describing the Federal Circuit as a “radical experiment in semi-specialization”).
growing problem of bad patents. It established a new adjudicatory process that allowed third parties to challenge patents under IPR, post-grant review, and covered business-method patent review. It also granted the PTO fee-setting authority, providing it with the power to set fees based on its costs. Although Congress did not give the PTO substantive rulemaking authority over the entire Patent Act, it did grant the agency the power to issue “regulations . . . establishing and governing inter partes review under this chapter.”

The AIA’s passage profoundly altered the PTO’s relationship with the Federal Circuit. As Melissa Wasserman observed, Congress shifted the balance of power in patent law by strengthening the PTO and making it the primary interpreter of parts of the AIA. In Cuozzo Speed Technologies, LLC v. Lee, the Supreme Court rejected the idea that IPR is merely “a surrogate for court proceedings” and confirmed that the PTO’s new rulemaking authority is, in fact, substantive. The Court applied the Chevron framework in reviewing the PTO’s use of the broadest-reasonable-construction standard for patent claims and deferred to the PTO’s interpretation of the AIA.

Inadvertently, however, the AIA increased the Federal Circuit’s specialization. IPR proceedings proved to be unexpectedly popular, and patent appeals from the PTO exploded—jumping from 9% of the Federal Circuit’s docket in 2011 to 33% in 2016. In a period of just 16 years, the total percentage of the court’s patent docket nearly doubled, from 33% to

---

41. Id. §§ 321–329.
42. Id. § 41.
43. Id. § 316(a)(4); see also Arti K. Rai, Patent Validity Across the Executive Branch: Ex Ante Foundations for Policy Development, 61 DUKE L.J. 1237, 1239 (2012) ("[T]he AIA did confer upon the PTO the ability to conduct postgrant review proceedings that resemble formal adjudications.").
47. Id. at 2144–45.
Judge Dyk estimated in 2016 that “the percentage of actual workload for patent cases . . . is probably on the order of 80%.”

The Federal Circuit’s shifting docket has changed the nature of its specialization. From the outset, its docket was concentrated, given that it had exclusive jurisdiction over almost all patent cases. But now, it is also specialized in a second dimension—with patent cases dominating the court’s work. This dual specialization sets the Federal Circuit apart from the D.C. Circuit, which hears non-administrative law cases for more than two-thirds of its docket. Judge Dyk has noted that the dominance of patent issues in the Federal Circuit “has increased our isolation, and the sense of our uniqueness,” which he believes “is highly undesirable.” As Part III discusses, specialization has given rise to a number of problems, which are likely to continue to grow.

III. BAD BEHAVIOR FROM SPECIALIZATION

The Federal Circuit’s specialization has improved uniformity in patent jurisprudence and has allowed its judges to develop a deep legal expertise in patent law. But notwithstanding Congress’s promise that the Federal Circuit would function like a normal appellate court, a number of problems emerged after its creation. Although the Supreme Court was able to mitigate some of these issues, many have proven to be intractable.

---


50. Dyk, supra note 49, at 78.


53. Dyk, supra note 49, at 78.

A. DISREGARD FOR AGENCY AUTONOMY

When Congress passed the APA in 1946, it hoped to provide greater fairness in administrative procedures, as well as oversight to agencies. Although earlier drafts of the APA excepted some agencies, including the Patent Office, the final bill had no such exclusions. Indeed, the 1947 Attorney General’s Manual states that “the [APA] covers generally all agencies of the United States,” with few carveouts, such as for national security.

Nevertheless, from its inception, the Federal Circuit acknowledged neither the APA’s applicability to the PTO nor the PTO’s autonomy as an executive-branch agency. In 1986, Judge Giles Rich admitted that the Federal Circuit was still “breaking [the] habit” of reversing PTO decisions that the court disagreed with, and he defended the court’s practice of engaging in de novo factfinding. The Federal Circuit reviewed PTO decisions the same way that it would review a decision from a district court, notwithstanding the fact that the executive branch is entitled to greater deference under the APA for tasks Congress entrusted to it. In discussing the relationship between the Federal Circuit and the PTO in 1993, Judge Jay Plager noted that there is no other U.S. agency “in which the standard of review over the agency’s decisions gives the appellate court as much power” as what the Federal Circuit has over the PTO.

The Supreme Court attempted to correct this problem. In Dickinson v. Zurko, it held that the Federal Circuit must correctly apply the judicial-review standards set out in § 706 of the APA when reviewing any agency decision, including those from the PTO. The Court rejected the Federal Circuit’s argument that pre-APA cases established a less deferential standard of review under § 559 of the APA. It further emphasized that the “court/agency”

55. See H.R. Rep. No. 79-1980, at 8, 18 (1946) [hereinafter APA House Report] (noting that the APA was designed to provide, among other things, “fairness in administrative operation” and discussing prior concerns regarding the judicial oversight of agencies).
56. See generally Administrative Procedure Act, Pub. L. 79-404, 60 Stat. 237 (1946); see also APA House Report, supra note 55, at 16 (noting that “the [APA] is meant to be operative ‘across the board’ in accordance with its terms, or not at all” and stating that “in no part of the bill is any agency exempted by name”); Kumar, supra note 26, at 235.
58. Id. at 10-11 (discussing the carveouts in the APA, including military authority, agencies with industry representatives as members, and times of war).
59. Giles S. Rich, Thirty Years of This Judging Business, 14 AIPLA Q.J. 139, 149 (1986) (“Reviewing the PTO Boards, our attitude was we reversed them if they were wrong . . . We have been breaking that habit.”).
63. Id. at 161 (disagreeing that in 1946, the CCPA recognized a stricter standard of review for PTO decisions).
judicial-review standard is more deferential than the “court/court” review standard for district court decisions.64

The Federal Circuit, nevertheless, has found ways to circumvent Zurko. Under § 706(2) (A) of the APA, fact-finding from informal proceedings are reviewed under the arbitrary-and-capricious standard.65 But the Federal Circuit continues to use the less deferential substantial-evidence standard under § 706(2) (E), which is generally reserved for fact-finding arising through formal rulemaking and adjudication.66 This is notable, given that the Federal Circuit applies arbitrary-and-capricious review to several non-patent agencies and has emphasized that that standard is “highly deferential.”67 The Federal Circuit has also recharacterized many mixed questions of law and fact as pure questions of law, including for cases heard by the PTAB under the AIA, thereby allowing the court to use de novo review.68 This not only undermines the PTO’s authority, but may also limit its ability in carrying out Congress’s goals.69

The Federal Circuit has disregarded other Supreme Court precedent regarding judicial review under the APA. For example, in SEC v. Chenery, the Supreme Court held that a court cannot appeal an agency decision on a basis other than what the agency gave.70 Yet in In re Comiskey, the Federal Circuit affirmed the rejection of a patent application on grounds that were different from what the Board of Patent Appeals and Interferences provided.71 Judge Kimberly Moore dissented from the denial of the petition for rehearing en banc, maintaining that “[t]he Supreme Court did not intend Chenery to be an open invitation for appellate courts to consider in the first instance any legal ground of its choosing for reviewing agency decisions whether it results in

64. Id. at 161–62.
65. See generally Rai, supra note 12 (discussing the Federal Circuit’s refusal to acknowledge factual disputes).
66. See In re Gartside, 203 F.3d 1305, 1314–15 (Fed. Cir. 2000) (holding that because the court has a comprehensive closed record, the substantial evidence standard should apply); see also Gugliuzza, supra note 24, at 1821–22 (discussing how the Federal Circuit applies the less deferential substantial evidence standard to PTO factfinding).
69. Eisenberg, supra note 68, at 2397–98.
71. The Board of Patent Appeals and Interferences’ rejection was based solely on § 103, but the Federal Circuit’s rejection was under § 101. In re Comiskey, 554 F.3d 967, 973 (Fed. Cir. 2009) (“We do not reach the ground relied on by the Board below . . . because we conclude that many of the claims are ‘barred at the threshold by § 101.’”); see Kumar, supra note 26, at 269–74.
She observed that the court was improperly intruding on the PTO’s power to choose the basis for its decision and expressed concern that “the sweeping application” of this new rule might be extended to agency review in general. Although it remains to be seen whether Judge Moore’s fears come to pass, subsequent Federal Circuit cases have continued to ignore Chenery.

B. POLITICAL ACTIVISM FROM THE BENCH

Judicial politicking occurs when judges engage in political behavior, such as lobbying. It is typically a problem associated with state judges who run for office, and are thus beholden to donors. But Article III judges can engage in political behavior as well, by lobbying for legislation, seeking to weaken agencies that they oversee, or attempting to amass more power for their respective courts.

The clearest example of judicial politicking is with former Judge Randall Rader. During his time on the bench, including as Chief Judge, he frequently gave speeches advocating for Congress to not intervene and to leave power with the Federal Circuit. In a speech to the Eastern District Bench and Bar, Judge Rader repeatedly praised the unapologetically pro-plaintiff Eastern District of Texas, maintained that judiciary “has the best tools to delve deeply into the facts and law of each specific case,” and urged Congress “to proceed with great caution” with regard to curbing abuses by patent trolls. Judge Rader also sharply criticized the PTO on various occasions. At the American Intellectual Property Law Association annual meeting in October 2013, he claimed that...
there would soon be hundreds of PTAB “judges ‘acting as death squads, killing property rights’”\(^{79}\) and was reported as being “troubled” by how PTAB proceedings vary compared to traditional district court litigation.\(^{80}\) Judge Rader was not alone in his lobbying as chief judge—Judge Paul Michel engaged in such behavior as well.\(^{81}\)

Specialized judges appear to be more prone to politicking. As Jonas Anderson has observed, generalist judges have less of an incentive to lobby for new legislation because legislative changes don’t have a substantial impact on their docket.\(^{82}\) By contrast, Federal Circuit judges hear a high volume of patent cases, giving them a greater incentive to intervene in the legislative process.\(^{83}\) This desire to control their docket, coupled with their elevated status in the patent community, raises the risk that these judges could unduly influence Congress. Admittedly, not all specialized judges engage in such behavior,\(^{84}\) and some regional appellate judges are specialized in particular areas.\(^{85}\) But although generalist judges have called for legislative reform and criticized Congress,\(^{86}\) the practice appears to be far more common with specialized courts.\(^{87}\)


\(^{83}\). See id. at 448 (observing that “the Federal Circuit was very active in legislative lobbying during the recent legislative patent reform precisely because of the potential impact that legislation would have had on the workings of the court”).

\(^{84}\). For example, Chief Judge Sharon Prost does not appear to have lobbied for any legislation or advocated for stripping the PTO of power.\(^{85}\). See Edward K. Cheng, *The Myth of the Generalist Judge*, 61 STAN. L. REV. 519, 541–42 (2008) (discussing how a judge’s background may contribute to specialization on the bench).


\(^{87}\). Anderson, supra note 82, at 440 (maintaining that “the depth of specialized jurist involvement in legislative affairs is striking”). Members of other specialized courts have
C. INSTITUTIONAL DESIGN AND JUDICIAL DECISIONMAKING

From an institutional-design perspective, the Federal Circuit is an inferior lawmaker compared to the political branches. Both Congress and the PTO have access to more information than the Federal Circuit, which is dependent upon the parties that are in front of it.\textsuperscript{88} For legislation, bicameralism and presentment forces Congress to act at a deliberate pace and ensures that there is public support for laws.\textsuperscript{89} For agency rulemaking, the APA’s notice-and-comment process under § 553 allows the public to serve as “safety valves” and provide meaningful commentary on any proposed rule.\textsuperscript{90} Furthermore, if a reviewing court finds that an agency failed to address legitimate concerns expressed by the public during policymaking, the court will strike the rule down under hard-look review.\textsuperscript{91}

Courts generally lack access to good information. It is possible for the public to provide input in patent cases by filing amicus briefs, which the Federal Circuit liberally allows.\textsuperscript{92} However, prior to oral argument, it is not always clear on which ground an appellate court is considering ruling, making it difficult for the public to effectively weigh in on issues. As Colleen Chien has observed, patentees and their lawyers file roughly 75\% of all amicus briefs, while individuals and universities file only 10\%\textsuperscript{93} The formal requirements and short time frame pose obstacles to less-organized groups attempting to participate in the judicial process.\textsuperscript{94}

Outside of amicus briefs, courts do not have access to information beyond what the parties provide. As Judge Lourie noted in the context of


\textsuperscript{89} Id. at 37.

\textsuperscript{90} See Am. Radio Relay League, Inc. v. FCC, 524 F.3d 227, 236 (D.C. Cir. 2008) (citation omitted) (discussing the important role the public plays in notice-and-comment rulemaking).


\textsuperscript{93} Chien, supra note 92, at 413.

patentable subject matter, “[i]ndividual cases, whether heard by [the Federal Circuit] or the Supreme Court, are imperfect vehicles for enunciating broad principles because they are limited to the facts presented.”95 In the context of patentable subject matter, Judge Lourie observed that such problems “certainly require attention beyond the power of this court” and stated that “clarification by higher authority, perhaps by Congress” was required.96

The combination of a vague statute and reliance on judicial rulemaking is admittedly not unique to patent law. For example, under the Sherman Act, much of the modern antitrust law has been developed through case-by-case adjudication.97 Rebecca Haw Allensworth has observed that amicus briefs provide the Supreme Court with a variety of perspectives in these cases, and that the Court often responds to the major comments raised, not unlike rulemaking.98 However, as Allensworth noted, amicus briefs are a pale imitation of notice-and-comment rulemaking. Amicus brief authors are constrained to comment on only the narrow dispute in front of the Court and the Court is not obligated to address the concerns of raised by the public.99 Moreover, the situation in patent law is worse than it is in antitrust, given the concentration of patent cases into one court of appeals.

The Federal Circuit has further exacerbated the information problem through the doctrine of standing. In general, members of the public can participate in shaping substantive patent law by filing patent-related lawsuits directly in federal court. A party can challenge an agency decision under § 702 of the APA, if the party can establish that it has constitutional standing and that it meets the zone-of-interests test.100 Alternatively, a party can use the Declaratory Judgement Act, if it can show that a substantial controversy exists “between parties having adverse legal interests, of sufficient immediacy and reality” warranting its issuance.101 However, as several scholars have observed,

96. Id. As Dennis Crouch suggested, it is also possible that Lourie was suggesting that Congress provide the PTO with rulemaking authority. See Dennis Crouch, Judge Lourie and Newman: Call for Congress to Act, PATENTLY-O (June 1, 2018), https://patentlyo.com/patent/2018/06/lourie-newman-congress.html.
97. See Rebecca Haw, Amicus Briefs and the Sherman Act: Why Antitrust Needs a New Deal, 89 TEX. L. REV. 1247, 1248 (2011) (observing that “[l]ike constitutional law, the modern law of the Sherman Act has been developed through the common law process”).
98. Id. at 1257.
99. See id. at 1259–61, 1264–65 (discussing how amicus brief authors are more constrained compared to commenting under APA rulemaking, and how the Supreme Court is not required to read or respond to amicus briefs).
the Federal Circuit has severely limited third-party actions through its interpretation of the doctrine of standing. 102 Although the AIA has made it easier to challenge patents through PTAB proceedings, the current system doesn’t allow the public to provide input into how the Patent Act is interpreted. Moreover, members of the public who don’t meet constitutional standing are unable to appeal an adverse PTAB decision to the Federal Circuit. 103

D. JUDICIAL LEGISLATING

Rapidly evolving technical innovation can put pressure on old laws. Yet until recently, the PTO lacked any kind of substantive rulemaking authority, 104 and even now, only possesses it for proceedings under the AIA. 105 The PTO’s limited rulemaking authority, coupled with congressional inaction, has forced the Federal Circuit to adapt its jurisprudence. 106 As early as 1983, the Federal Circuit created bright-line rules to help guide district courts and innovators. 107 In doing so, it provided the patent bar with greater clarity than what more nuanced balancing tests could achieve, but with little public input or procedural safeguards to ensure good decisionmaking. 108

The Supreme Court began aggressively pushing back against bright-line rules in 2006—striking down rules regarding injunctions, declaratory


103. See Consumer Watchdog v. Wis. Alumni Research Found., 753 F.3d 1258, 1262 (Fed. Cir. 2014) (holding that Consumer Watchdog had not shown injury from the patent that it was challenging). Note, however, that the Federal Circuit recently held that a party who is not facing a specific threat of infringement litigation by the patentee can still establish injury in fact, so long as the challenger “is engaged or will likely engage in an[] activity that would give rise to a possible infringement suit.” E.I. Dupont De Nemours & Co. v. Synvina C.V., 904 F.3d 996, 1005 (Fed. Cir. 2018) (alteration in original) (internal quotation marks omitted).

104. See Tran, supra note 39, at 623–26 (discussing how pre-AIA, the Federal Circuit interpreted the PTO’s powers to not include general substantive rulemaking authority).


106. See Golden, supra note 5, at 575–74 (observing that the PTO’s lack of substantive rulemaking authority means that absent congressional action, “pressure for adaptation falls on the Federal Circuit’s jurisprudence”).

107. Kumar, supra note 26, at 248 (discussing Smith Int’l, Inc. v. Hughes Tool Co., 718 F.2d 1573 (Fed. Cir. 1983)).

108. Id. at 245, 256–57.
judgments, obviousness, and patent eligibility. For a while, it looked as though the era of Federal Circuit rulemaking was over. But since that time, it has continued to apply rigid tests. For example, the Supreme Court recently struck down the Federal Circuit’s absolute bar against extraterritorial damages under § 271(f) of the Patent Act and its artificial limits on enhanced damages under § 284.

Admittedly, courts of general jurisdiction frequently engage in activity that could be regarded as quasi-legislative. District courts have the power to create procedural rules under the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure and Federal Rules of Criminal Procedure. Similarly, district and appellate courts can prescribe local rules of practice, which can easily impact substantive law.

But notwithstanding its decreased reliance on bright-line rules, the Federal Circuit’s specialization gives it immense power over a single statute, far more than what other courts possess. The Federal Circuit’s patent-dominated docket coupled with the judges’ own experience gives it both the confidence and the skills needed to make substantial changes in patent law. Even when the Federal Circuit uses more nuanced tests, the precedent it creates immediately becomes the law of the land, until the Supreme Court or Congress can undo it. As discussed in Part IV, this poses a threat to separation of powers.


110. In 2013, I optimistically described this as “the [f]all of the [b]right-[l]ine [r]ule,” maintaining that “the Federal Circuit’s rigid reliance on rules will no longer be tolerated.” Kumar, supra note 26, at 250, 253.


114. See infra Section IV.A.
IV. SPECIALIZATION AND PATENT LAW’S BALANCE OF POWER

Under either a formalistic or functionalist conception of separation of powers, no branch of government should become so strong that it is no longer adequately kept in check. Yet, in patent law, the Federal Circuit dominates with little pushback from Congress or the PTO. It is therefore important that Congress look for ways to shift the balance of power in patent law away from the judicial branch. Although restructuring the court is one way to address this problem, Congress could alternatively grant the PTO substantive rulemaking authority over the entirety of the Patent Act.

A. SEPARATION-OF-POWERS CONCERNS

The term “separation of powers” does not appear in the Constitution, but is instead inferred from the dividing of legislative, executive, and judicial power into separate Articles.117 The doctrine represents a tightrope between securing liberty by dispersing power among branches and maintaining a workable government in which necessary tasks can be accomplished.118

From a formalistic perspective, the politically accountable branches share in policymaking power and the judicial branch is excluded from making law.119 Forbidding courts from engaging in legislation promotes democracy by ensuring political accountability.120 As Justice Powell noted in the context of implied private rights of action, judicial lawmaking encourages Congress “to shirk its constitutional obligation and leave the issue to the courts to decide,” as opposed to “confronting the hard political choices involved.”121

117. See Buckley v. Valeo, 424 U.S. 1, 124 (1976) (per curiam) (maintaining that separation of powers “was not simply an abstract generalization in the minds of the Framers,” but rather, was integrated into the Constitution); see also Michael C. Dorf & Charles F. Sabel, A Constitution of Democratic Experimentalism, 98 COLUM. L. REV. 267, 439–40 (1998) (discussing the origin of separation of powers).

118. See Youngstown Sheet & Tube Co. v. Sawyer, 343 U.S. 579, 635 (1952) (Jackson, J., concurring) (“While the Constitution diffuses power the better to secure liberty, it also contemplates that practice will integrate the dispersed powers into a workable government.”); Myers v. United States, 272 U.S. 52, 293 (1926) (Brandeis, J., dissenting) (observing that separation of powers does not promote efficiency, but prevents “the exercise of arbitrary power”); see also THE FEDERALIST NO. 47 (James Madison) (arguing that “[t]he accumulation of . . . legislative, executive, and judici[al] power together leads to tyranny and that keeping these powers distinct promotes liberty).

119. See William N. Eskridge, Jr., Dynamic Statutory Interpretation, 135 U. PA. L. REV. 1479, 1497 (1987) (“The formalist argument is that the creation of law by federal judges is beyond the authority given them in the Constitution, for it trenches upon the lawmaking power given to Congress.”); Robert J. Pushaw, Jr., Justiciability and Separation of Powers: A Neo-Federalist Approach, 81 CORNELL L. REV. 393, 431–32 (1996) (discussing the policymaking function of Congress and the executive branch, and the exclusion of judges from legislating).

120. See Dorf & Sabel, supra note 117, at 443 (observing that separation of powers “empowers democracy” through “ensuring that legislative decisions are made by persons accountable to the people”).

Judicial lawmaking allows the legislative process to be bypassed, undermining the public benefit that is served through the political process. In the context of constitutional law, Judge Diarmuid O’Scannlain has similarly argued that when judges engage in lawmaking, they render the Constitution’s procedures for the political branches “meaningless.”

Functionalists generally believe that a formalistic three-branch conception of government is neither constitutionally mandated nor adequately reflective of the government as it actually exists. The three branches of government inherently have overlapping functions. Consequently, functionalism considers whether current governmental practices advance an evolving set of fundamental principles, including avoiding factionalism, promoting deliberation in government, and ensuring that each branch is able to serve as a check on the other branches.

But although formalists and functionalists view separation of powers differently, both ultimately seek a balance of power among the branches. Elizabeth Magill observes that formalists seek to achieve balance “through inter-institutional rivalry and competition,” while functionalists promote balance through “tension and competition among the departments.” In this regard, as the Supreme Court noted in *Buckley v. Valeo*, separation of powers is ultimately supposed to be a “safeguard against the encroachment or aggrandizement of one branch at the expense of the other.”

---

122. Id.
123. O’Scannlain, supra note 88, at 37.
124. See Peter L. Strauss, *Formal and Functional Approaches to Separation-of-Powers Questions—A Foolish Inconsistency?*, 72 CORNELL L. REV. 488, 492 (1987) (maintaining that formalism “cannot describe the government we long have had, is not required by the Constitution, and is not necessary to preserve the very real and desirable benefits of ‘separation of powers’ that form so fundamental an element of our constitutional scheme”).
125. See Cass R. Sunstein, *Constitutionalism After the New Deal*, 101 HARV. L. REV. 421, 430 (1987) (“The three branches of course have overlapping functions; each is involved to some degree in the activities of the other.”). For example, administrative agencies frequently possess all three powers, which is viewed as the cost of having a workable government. See Strauss, supra note 124, at 492–93 (discussing how agencies possess legislative, judicial, and executive power).
126. See Thomas W. Merrill, *The Constitutional Principle of Separation of Powers*, 1991 SUP. CT. REV. 225, 231 (observing that functionalists believe that “structural disputes should be resolved not in terms of fixed rules but rather in light of an evolving standard”); Sunstein, supra note 125, at 495–96 (discussing how “functional approaches examine whether present practices undermine constitutional commitments that should be regarded as central,” and observing that such commitments include “basic structural principles” that go beyond the plain text of the Constitution).
127. See Merrill, supra note 126, at 232 (discussing the functionalist support for ensuring that each branch be able to operate as an effective check on the others); Sunstein, supra note 125, at 495–96 (discussing how structural principles, including “avoidance of factionalism” and the “promotion of deliberation in government” play a critical role in the functionalist approach in determining whether present practices undermine constitutional commitments).
powers should furthermore ensure that each branch “be vigorous in asserting its proper authority.”

Under either view, the Federal Circuit has become too powerful in patent law at the expense of Congress and the executive branch. From the outset, the Federal Circuit disregarded the APA and used its expertise to undercut the PTO’s delegated policymaking and fact-finding authority. Even after the Supreme Court forced the Federal Circuit to apply § 706 of the APA in *Zurko*, the Federal Circuit has continued to characterize mixed PTO decisions as questions of law and has affirmed the PTO on grounds that the agency did not provide. In doing so, the Federal Circuit has increased its own power to declare what substantive patent law is, jeopardizing the balance of power among the branches.

The fact that specialization is driving the Federal Circuit’s encroachment of executive-branch authority is further illustrated by comparing patent and non-patent agency appeals. Although the PTO is entitled to *Skidmore* deference for some of its non-AIA interpretations of law, the Federal Circuit rarely applies that standard to the PTO’s decisions. The Federal Circuit similarly resisted providing *Chevron* deference to patent-related decisions of the U.S. International Trade Commission until 2015. Yet, it has freely granted *Chevron* deference to the Court of Federal Claims, Office of Personnel Management, Merit Systems Protection Board, Secretary of Defense, Department of Commerce, and Trademark Trial and Appeals Board, and it has granted *Skidmore* deference to the Department of Veteran’s Affairs. The Federal Circuit is also regarded as being deferential to agencies for international trade. This disparity in deference highlights how patent expertise skews judicial review.


132. *BlackLight Power, Inc. v. Rogan*, 295 F.3d 1269, 1273–74 (Fed. Cir. 2002) (granting *Skidmore* deference to the PTO); see *Bayer AG v. Carlsbad Tech., Inc.*, 298 F.3d 1377, 1381 (Fed. Cir. 2002) (holding that the district court properly granted *Skidmore* deference to the PTO’s interpretation of the Uruguay Round Agreements Act); see also Benjamin & Rai, supra note 68, at 300 (discussing how the Federal Circuit rarely applies *Skidmore* deference to the PTO).


134. *See Kumar*, supra note 133, at 1550 n.7 (collecting cases). Note, however, that the Federal Circuit’s misapplication of *Chenery* began in 1985 with an appeal from the Merit Systems Protection Board. *See Motomura*, supra note 74, at 899.

The Federal Circuit may also be contributing to a dynamic that encourages Congress to shirk. Judge O'Scannlain observed that if a court refrains from acting, it forces a decision onto Congress with the proper constitutional procedures of bicameralism and presentment. By engaging in quasi-legislative behavior and lobbying for Congress to stay out of patent law, the Federal Circuit takes away Congress's need to act and deprives the public of deliberative lawmaking.

Given the role that specialization played in creating these problems, they are likely to get worse with the post-AIA rise in the Federal Circuit's patent docket. As Section B discusses, Congress needs to intervene to balance power in patent law.

B. SHIFTING THE BALANCE OF POWER

Although the Federal Circuit was never intended to be specialized, it has strayed far from the paradigm of a normal appellate court. At its inception, Congress deliberately provided it with jurisdiction over non-patent agencies to help prevent tunnel vision and to ensure good decisionmaking. However, the post-AIA shift in the Federal Circuit's docket has transformed it into a patent court, increasing the risk of future problems.

One way to address this would be to correct the institutional defects that plague the Federal Circuit. Over the years, scholars have made a variety of suggestions for improving it as an institution. To remedy tunnel vision and promote an exchange of ideas, one or more courts of appeal could be permitted to hear patent cases. The Federal Circuit could be provided with jurisdiction over a variety of non-patent cases to provide its judges with a broader perspective and to mitigate the risk of capture. Generalist district court judges could be permitted to serve staggered terms of limited duration on the Federal Circuit, or advisory panels could be utilized to provide non-

---

136. O'Scannlain, supra note 88, at 37.
137. Note that the Supreme Court contributes to this problem as well, such as through its decisions regarding § 101 of the Patent Act. See Dennis Crouch, Providing the Factual Underpinnings of Eligibility, PATENTLY-O (April 22, 2018), https://patentlyo.com/patent/2018/04/proving-underpinnings-eligibility.html (discussing how Director Iancu has found the Supreme Court's patent eligibility jurisprudence to be ambiguous and restrictive).
139. See Gugliuzza, supra note 135, at 1498–99 (arguing in favor of providing the Federal Circuit with more non-patent cases).
patent expertise. But unfortunately, Congress has shown no inclination towards restructuring the Federal Circuit’s jurisdiction.

A more feasible option is for Congress to continue to strengthen the PTO, so that the executive branch could check the Federal Circuit. Congress has already taken steps to provide the PTO with greater autonomy under the AIA by granting it limited substantive rulemaking authority for PTAB proceedings. The Supreme Court has also expanded the PTO’s power by incrementally forcing the Federal Circuit to follow the APA, in order to promote uniformity in the administrative state.

Congress should strongly consider granting the PTO full substantive rulemaking authority and make the PTO the primary interpreter of the Patent Act. Increasing the PTO’s rulemaking powers would correct several problems that patent specialization introduced. If the PTO has authority to create binding rules interpreting the Patent Act, then the Federal Circuit will lose most of its quasi-legislative powers. If the Federal Circuit created a bright-line rule, then the PTO could override it through notice-and-comment rulemaking. Agency autonomy would increase because the court would be forced to defer to the PTO’s interpretations of the Patent Act under *Chevron*.

Allowing the PTO to use notice-and-comment rulemaking would also increase transparency, deliberation, and public input. To comply with § 553 of the APA, an agency must provide "either the terms or substance of the proposed rule or a description of the subjects and issues involved." An agency cannot hide relevant studies or information that might serve as a basis for the final rule. Several courts of appeal have held that if a final rule is not the “logical outgrowth” of the original proposed rule, the agency must go through another round of notice-and-comment rulemaking. The rationale is that the agency must provide adequate notice to the public of the area that

---

141. See Pedraza-Fariña, *supra* note 13, at 155 (arguing for “[t]he use of advisory panels with a mixture of economic, sociological, and technological expertise”).

142. See *Cuozzo Speed Techs., LLC v. Lee*, 136 S. Ct. 2131, 2136, 2142 (2016) (holding that under the AIA, Congress granted the PTO substantive rulemaking authority over *inter partes* review and that the *Chevron* framework of judicial review was appropriate).

143. See *Kumar, supra* note 26, at 277 (discussing the Supreme Court’s attempt to bring uniformity to administrative law).

144. See *Wasserman, supra* note 45, at 208 (arguing in favor of “[m]aking the PTO the primary interpreter of the core patentability standards” and supporting the Federal Circuit granting *Chevron* deference to the PTO).


146. Am. Radio Relay League, Inc. v. FCC, 524 F.3d 227, 236–37 (D.C. Cir. 2008) (observing that § 553 of the APA ensures that agencies “reveal portions of the technical basis for a proposed rule in time to allow for meaningful commentary,” thereby ensuring “that a genuine interchange occurs” (internal quotation marks omitted)).

147. See *Long Island Care at Home, Ltd. v. Coke*, 551 U.S. 158, 174 (2007) (quoting Nat’l Black Media Coal. v. FCC, 781 F.2d 1816, 1822 (2d Cir. 1986)) (collecting cases). Note that the Supreme Court in *Long Island Care at Home* did not comment on whether it agrees with the logical outgrowth test. *Id.*
it is considering regulating and allow the public to provide meaningful comments.\footnote{See Rural Cellular Ass’n v. FCC, 588 F.3d 1095, 1101 (D.C. Cir. 2009) (observing that the “opportunity for comment” under § 553 of the APA “must be a meaningful opportunity,” and that an agency must be “sufficiently open-minded” to meet the requirement).}

Consequently, the procedural safeguards that § 553 provides would allow the public to play a far greater role in providing input for patent law.

There are some downsides to shifting power to the PTO. Rulemaking can sometimes be slower than judicial legislating, which means that it could take longer to get a new rule in place compared to a getting bright-line rule from a court. For example, although rulemaking takes on average 18 months, a quarter of all rules take more than 30 months to be finalized.\footnote{See James Hobbs, Is the Rulemaking Process Really a Quagmire?, REG. REV. (Jan. 17, 2013), https://www.theregrevue.org/2013/01/17/hobbs-regulatory-breakdown-chapter-8 (discussing statistics for the duration of the notice-and-comment rulemaking process).} Furthermore, like specialized courts, agencies are vulnerable to capture by interest groups.\footnote{See Wasserman, supra note 45, at 2014–17 (observing that capture concerns for the PTO apply to the Federal Circuit as well); see also Richard L. Revesz, Specialized Courts and the Administrative Lawmaking System, 138 U. Pa. L. Rev. 1111, 1148–51 (1990) (observing that the composition of specialist courts can be shaped by specialist bar associations and can become captured by the same).} Patent practitioners have also been generally uneasy with increasing the PTO’s authority, given the strong relative trust for the Federal Circuit. Nevertheless, strengthening the PTO would prevent the Federal Circuit from amassing too much power, while increasing the quality of decisionmaking and preserving uniformity. Absent a complete overhaul of the patent litigation system, increasing the PTO’s substantive rulemaking authority is the best path forward to addressing the problems caused by the Federal Circuit’s specialization.

V. CONCLUSION

The Federal Circuit was never intended to be a specialized patent court, but nevertheless, has evolved into one. The growth of U.S. patent litigation had already made the court semi-specialized when the AIA was passed. The unexpected popularity of IPRs subsequently caused the Federal Circuit’s patent docket to grow further, to the point that patent-related cases now consume most of its time.

The concentration of patent cases in the Federal Circuit has helped provide uniformity, but at a steep cost. Over time, the Federal Circuit has consolidated a tremendous amount of power, acting as a legislator and a lobbyist, and resisting Congressional intervention. Although patent law broadly impacts the general public, there are scant opportunities for individuals to provide input. Standing limits challenges to patents and amicus briefs are an imperfect means for bringing important issues to the court’s attention. As the Federal Circuit’s patent docket continues to grow, these
problems will likely persist. Yet, Congress has shown no interest in restructuring the Federal Circuit to reestablish the diversity of cases that the court has lost.

The best solution to this problem may be to expand the PTO’s substantive rulemaking authority. Notice-and-comment rulemaking provides the public with the opportunity to help shape policy and allows rules to be implemented with better information than a court has access to. By making the PTO the primary interpreter of the Patent Act, separation-of-powers concerns would be alleviated, and the Federal Circuit could serve as a check on the PTO’s power.